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We determined the geometries and chemical bonding phenomena of the $B_{27}$ system in its dicationic, cationic, neutral, anionic and dianionic states using DFT computations. In both cationic and neutral states, the triple ring tubular forms correspond to the lowest-energy isomers, especially in $B_{27}^{+}$. The cation $B_{27}^{+}$ represents the first stable hollow cylinder having a triple ring among the pure boron clusters. In the anionic and dianionic states, the quasi-planar structures are favoured due to a charge effect. In the triple ring tube $B_{27}^{+}$, strong diatropic responses to external magnetic field occur in both radial and tangential types of electrons, and thus confer it a characteristic tubular aromaticity. The presence of a consistent aromatic character contributes to its high thermodynamic stability. The shapes of calculated MOs of $B_{27}^{+}$ TR can be predicted by the eigenstates of a simple model of a particle on a hollow cylinder. The number of electrons in a hollow cylinder should attain a number of $(4N + 2M)$ with $M = 0$ and 1 for both radial and tangential electrons, depending on the number of non-degenerate MOs occupied, in order to properly fulfill the closed electron shells. In the case of $B_{27}^{+}$, $M = 0$ for radial electrons and $M = 1$ for tangential electrons.

1. Introduction

Boron is an interesting electron deficient element in the Periodic Table. The lack of five electrons in its $2p$ valence shell allows boron to receive electrons forming high coordination states. In addition, the characteristically short covalent radius of boron frequently leads to formation of strong and non-classical chemical bonds. Boron elements are thus able to build up compounds with unlimited sizes by covalently binding to themselves. A plethora of boron clusters featuring two-dimensional (2D, planar and quasi-planar) and three-dimensional (3D, tube, convex, cage, sphere, fullerene...) shapes have been predicted on the basis of the ‘Aufbau principle’, and some of them have experimentally been identified.

This suggests an overlap of several different growth patterns of boron clusters. Extensive efforts have therefore been devoted to the search for new forms of boron allotropes, nanocages, and nanotubes and as a matter of fact, most boron clusters appear to exhibit polymorphism and multicenter bonding.

Boron has been proved to be a rare element whose atomic clusters $B_n$ retain either planar or quasi-planar (QP) geometries even when the cluster size $n$ goes up beyond $> 20$, depending on the charge state. Except for $B_{14}$, which has a fullerene-like shape, most small bare boron clusters up to $B_{19}$ have also been identified to have planar or quasi-planar structures. The corresponding cations $B_n^+$ prefer to adopt 3D structures at smaller sizes (at $n < 18$), whereas the anions $B_n^-$ and dianions $B_n^{2-}$ species tend to exhibit planar or QP structures with $n$ being up to $> 30.3$. There is an effective charge effect in which addition of extra electrons allows a redistribution of chemical bonds and thereby consistently favours QP boron cluster anions, and removal of electrons leads to 3D cations.

A Frank–Condon effect is fully operative in which geometry relaxation turns out to be extremely important following addition or removal of electrons from neutral boron clusters in order to stabilize the resulting ions. In other cases, Jahn–Teller and pseudo-Jahn–Teller effects are also of primordial importance in the stabilization of boron clusters yielding lower symmetry structures.

Regarding the tubular forms of boron clusters, the neutral $B_{20}$ was found to be the first size having a double ring tube (DR) in which the two ten-membered rings are connected together in an antiprism bonding motif. This DR was calculated to be a few kcal mol$^{-1}$ more stable than the quasiplanar isomer. Similar to $B_{20}$, each of the neutrals $B_{23}$, $B_{24}$, $B_{26}$ and $B_{28}$ were also found to exist in a DR ground state. These observations resulted in a popular belief that intermediate-sized $B_n$ with $n \geq 30$ still prefers tubular geometries. Nevertheless, we recently demonstrated that $B_{30}$ exhibits rather a bowl structure, which is composed of a pentagon background and successively built...
up by two strings of 10 and 15 boron atoms yielding a five-fold
symmetry ($C_{5v}$). This bowl built up by 5@10@15 strings turns
out to be $\sim 5$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ more stable than the 3 $\times$ 10 triple
ring tube (TR). The slightly higher thermodynamical stability of the
bowl $B_{160}$ was shown to arise in part from its disk aromatic
character.22,23 In spite of its non-planarity, the 20 π-type electrons
of the bowl $B_{160}$ are distributed in a way similar to those of the planar
disk aromatic $B_{162}$.22,23

Previous computations also predicted that the neutral $B_{12}$
has a DR shape composed of two 16-membered rings.24 In
contrast, the neutral $B_{36}$ was again found by computations, and
confirmed by experimental spectroscopy, to have a bowl structure
which is based on a hexagonal background and successively capped
on it by two strings of 12 and 18 boron atoms.3 The 6@12@18 strings
thereby lead to a six-fold symmetry ($C_{6v}$) bowl form
which is calculated to be the lowest-lying structure being
$\sim 20$ and $\sim 32$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ more stable than the TR 3 $\times$ 12 tube
and QQ (having a hexagon and a heptagon) isomers, respectively.3
Recently, we found that a TR tube formed by a superposition of
two 14 boron cyclic strings is the global minimum of the neutral
$B_{14}$ cluster, again being a few kcal mol$^{-1}$ more stable than the
planar disk 7@14@28 with a heptagon base.25

Nevertheless, a TR tube at a size of 42 atoms is relatively
large, and an intermediate size can be expected to exist in
the growth paths leading to boron tubes. In this context, a pertinent
question is as to whether a TR tube could exist as a
global minimum at a smaller size. A tubular form, longer than a
DR, constitutes a following necessary precursor for the
building-up of boron tubes. Motivated by such an issue, we set out to perform in the present work a search for Boron clusters
having a stable TR tube. Using density functional theory (DFT)
methods, a TR tube is found as the lowest-lying isomer at the
initial structures of a $B_{27}$ cluster are manually constructed by adding
necessary B-atoms at possible positions on the surfaces of the
smaller $B_{n}$ ($n \sim 20$–26) clusters. The use of the genetic algorithm
is effective for producing non-classical structures whereas the
manual protocol allows a more focused search to be performed.
Although the large number of initial structures makes the
generic search more tedious, only a combination of different
search approaches allows new structures to be discovered, and a
consistent set of lower-energy structures for a size to be obtained.

While computations on initial guess geometries are carried out
using both TPSSh and PBE functionals,26 in conjunction
with the 3-21G and 6-31G(d) basis sets, selected equilibrium
geometries with relative energies of up to $\sim 3$ eV are fully
reoptimized using the same functional but with the larger
6-311+G(d) basis set.28 In order to confirm the identity of the
local minima obtained, their harmonic vibrational frequencies
are also calculated at the same levels of theory. For the analysis
of chemical bonding, in particular the aromaticity, we make use of
canonical MOs, electron localization function (ELF)29 and
electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)30 maps, as well as the
ring current approach31,32 along with the ipsocentric model.33–35
Calculations of the ring current are carried out using the
CTOCD-DZ method32 implemented in the SYSMO program,36,37
which is connected to the GAMESS-UK package.38

3. Results and discussion

The calculated results are mainly presented in the figures and
table described in the following sections.

3.1 Lower-lying isomers of the $B_{27}$ clusters in five charge
states

Let us first analyze the structures of the $B_{27}$ system in five
different charge states including the dication, cation, neutral,
anion and dianion. To simplify the presentation of data, only a
few lower-lying isomers in each charge state will be displayed in
Fig. 1, which summarizes the structural shapes and relative
energies of the $B_{27}$ system in five charge states ranging from
$-2$ to +2. As a convention, each structure will be labeled as x-Y,
in which x = n (neutral), c (cation), dc (dication), a (anion) and
da (dianion), and Y = QP (quasiplanar), DR (double ring tube),
TR (triple ring tube), BB (broken bowl). Cartesian coordinates
of the optimized geometries of these structures are collected in
Table S1 of the ESI† file.

(a) The neutral $B_{27}$. Fig. 1 displays an n-TR which is
composed of three nine-membered rings but without high
symmetry, a disproportionate n-DR which is a combination of
both 13- and 14-membered rings, a broken bowl n-BB, which is
apparently formed from a bowl $B_{160}$ upon loss of 3 B atoms, and
a quasi-planar n-QP. Both DFT functionals employed indicate that the $3 \times 9$ n-TR, in its doublet ground state, is the lowest-
lying isomer, followed by the n-DR. The low symmetry of n-TR
arises from a geometrical Jahn–Teller distortion due to the
variable occupancy of the unpaired electron. The gap between
obtained from fully optimized geometries, IE = calculated and reported here. The adiabatic results are (VIE), adiabatic (EA) and vertical electron affinity (VEA) and addition, the adiabatic (IE) and vertical ionization energy defined as the energy differences between neutral and ionic

\[ E(B_{27}^-) = E(B_{27}) + E(\text{ion}) \]

states, with both energies at the optimized geometry of the neutral B$_{27}$ tube. The value IE(B$_{27}$) = 6.0 eV and VIE(B$_{27}$) = 6.3 eV are obtained. Likewise, the adiabatic and vertical electron affinity values of B$_{27}$ are calculated to be 2.7 and 2.5 eV, respectively. Consequently, the nuclear configuration relaxation induces only a small change in the energy following electron removal and addition.

(b) The cation B$_{27}^+$. Following the removal of one electron, a high symmetry low spin tube c-TR ($D_{3h}$-$A_1$) is identified as the lowest-energy isomer by both methods. The next isomer c-DR is computed to be ~21 kcal mol$^{-1}$ less stable than the TR form (TPSSH/6-311+G(d)+ZPE, or even larger at ~32 kcal mol$^{-1}$ by PBE/6-311+G(d)+ZPE computations). The two next planar isomers are also less stable. The c-QP1 is ~37 kcal mol$^{-1}$ less stable than the triple ring form (value obtained by both TPSSH and PBE levels). The c-QP2 is ~40–44 kcal mol$^{-1}$ higher in energy than the TR ground state.

It is clear that in this size, the cationic state B$_{27}^+$ having a closed-shell electronic state and a triple ring cylinder shape c-TR, which is formed by a regular and high symmetry tubular form, turns out to be the energetically lowest-lying isomer. As far as we are aware, this represents the first TR tube as a global minimum among the small sized boron clusters.

(c) The dication B$_{27}^{2+}$. Removal of an additional electron leads to an open-shell doublet state, and there is, in this case, a competition between the distorted double ring dc-DR, which looks like a crown made by a superposition of both 13- and 14-strings of B-atoms, and a 3 $\times$ 9 triple ring dc-TR. The energy ordering between the isomers is found to be modified with the functional used. The difficulty resides in part in the treatment of the open-shell state. In this case, we are not able to assign with high certainty the lowest-lying isomer, but we would consider both isomers to be quite close in energy and competing for the ground state.

The structures found in both cationic and dicationic clusters confirm the trend observed before pointing that removal of electrons from boron clusters tends to favour the 3D isomers.\(^1\)

(d) The anions B$_{27}^-$. As in the smaller sizes B$_{20}^-$–B$_{24}^-$, upon addition of an extra electron, the resulting B$_{27}^-$ undergoes a drastic geometrical relaxation giving rise to lower-lying planar structures a-QP1 and a-QP2. This is another manifestation of an efficient charge effect. The remaining lower-lying isomers include a distorted double ring a-DR and a distorted triple ring a-TR. Both quasi-planar isomers a-QP1 and a-QP2 are in fact quite close in energy. While a-QP1 contains a five-membered ring placed at the end of the plane, a-QP2 has only one four-membered ring. The rest in each isomer is composed of triangles. Other isomers are also computed to be close in energy. Within the expected accuracy of the DFT methods employed (being $\pm$5 kcal mol$^{-1}$, or even worse) again in this case, the global energy minimum cannot be assigned with high certainty yet.

Of particular interest for the present work are the lower-lying tubular forms, with c-TR representing a typical triple ring tube.

(e) The dianions B$_{27}^{2-}$. As expected from the charge effect,\(^1\) addition of another extra electron gives rise to more lower-lying quasi-planar structures including da-QP1, da-QP2

![Fig. 1](image-url) The shape of lower-lying isomers of B$_{27}$ clusters in five charge states including dication, cation, neutral, anion and dianion. Geometry optimizations were carried out using TPSSH/6-311+G(d) method. Relative energies were obtained by $^a$TPSSH/6-311+G(d); upper values, and $^b$PBE1PBE0/6-311+G(d); values in parentheses, all with ZPE corrections.
and da-QP3, along with a distorted double ring da-DR. Of these isomers, da-QP1 is computed to be the lowest-lying isomer but the separations between isomers are rather small, from only 2 to 10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

Overall, it appears that in both cationic and neutral states, the TR tube is identified to be among the lowest-lying isomer, in particular the cation B\(_{27}^{+}\) which is characterized by a clear-cut energy separation with the remaining isomers. Accordingly, this \(3 \times 9\)-membered ring species can be regarded as a representative of the smallest boron clusters featuring a triple ring tubular shape. Therefore in the following analysis, we only focus on this cationic triple ring cluster B\(_{27}^{+}\).

### 3.2 The model of a particle on a hollow cylinder

In order to rationalize the high stability of the TR B\(_{27}^{+}\) cluster, and in particular to understand the distribution of its electrons, we propose herewith a simple model of a particle in a hollow cylinder. We first present in this section the solutions of the corresponding wave functions, and subsequently a comparison of these model solutions with the molecular orbitals actually computed using DFT methods.

#### 3.2.1 The hollow cylinder model (HCM)

Fig. 2 displays the parameter that define a HCM. In cylindrical coordinates, the Schrödinger equation for a particle of mass \(m\) moving in this hollow cylinder is expressed in eqn (1):

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \theta^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) \psi(\rho, \theta, z) + k(\rho, z)^2 \psi(\rho, \theta, z) = 0
\]

where:

\[
k(\rho, z)^2 = \frac{2m}{\hbar^2} (E - V(\rho, z))
\]

for a potential depending on the radial coordinate \(\rho\) and the height \(z\). Here, \(V(\rho, z)\) is a step potential confining the particle to the hollow cylinder, i.e.:

\[
V(\rho, z) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } R_0 \leq \rho \leq R_1 \text{ and } 0 \leq z \leq L, \\
\infty & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]

The solutions for eqn (1) were previously proposed by Gravesen and co-workers.\(^3^9\) Accordingly, the wave function \(\psi(\rho, \theta, z)\) can be written as:

\[
P(\rho) \Theta(\theta) Z(z) \text{ with } Z(z) = \frac{2}{L} \sin \left( \frac{k \pi}{L} z \right) \text{ and } \Theta(\theta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{i\theta}.
\]

The \(Z(z)\) function responds to the boundary conditions at two surfaces \(z = 0\) and \(z = L\) in such a way that the rational quantum number \(k\) must be a positive integer (1, 2, 3, ...). In addition, the \(\Theta(\theta)\) function must satisfy the periodic boundary conditions that lead to the rotational quantum number \(l\) must be integer (0, ±1, ±2, ...). States with non-zero values for \(l\) will be twofold degenerate.

A solution of the \(P(\rho)\) function with the vanished boundary conditions at inner and outer radii positions \((\rho = R_0\) and \(\rho = R_1)\) is a Bessel function, which is written in eqn (4):

\[
J_l(k_{\rho 0} R(1 + \varepsilon)) Y_l(k_{\rho 0} R(1 - \varepsilon)) - J_l(k_{\rho 0} R(1 - \varepsilon)) Y_l(k_{\rho 0} R(1 + \varepsilon)) = 0
\]

Eqn (4) is a three-parameter, \(l\), \(k_{\rho 0} R\) and \(\varepsilon\) equation. \(J_l\) and \(Y_l\) are the Bessel functions of order \(l\) with the first and the second kind, respectively. \(l\) is known as the rotational quantum number. \(\varepsilon = \frac{r}{R}\) is the pseudo-radius of the hollow cylinder. Determination of the \(k_{\rho 0} R\) parameter allows the eigenvalues (energies) of the eqn (1) to be derived as given in eqn (5):

\[
E = \frac{\hbar^2}{2mR^2} \left( k_{\rho 0} R \right)^2 + \frac{(k_{\rho 0} R)^2}{L^2}
\]

in which \(L = L/R\) is called pseudo-height of the hollow cylinder.

If the pseudo-radius \(\varepsilon\) and the rotational quantum number \(l\) are known, we can then plot the \(f(k_{\rho 0} R)\) and thereby determine the value of \(k_{\rho 0} R\) for which \(f(k_{\rho 0} R) = 0\).

As a simple illustration, Fig. 3 shows the first three values of \(k_{\rho 0} R\) when \(\varepsilon = 0.5\) and \(l = \pm 1\). This implies that eqn (4) can be solved for \(k_{\rho 0} R\), with \(n\) is the nth zero of this equation. This gives rise to the third quantum number in the hollow cylinder model, namely the radial \((n = 1, 2, 3, ...)\) quantum number. We see that \(E\) varies as a function of \(k_{\rho 0} R\), \(l\), and \(L\). As mentioned above, the \(k_{\rho 0} R\) varies with respect to \(\varepsilon\), \(l\) and \(n\). In such a context, the eigenstates (wavefunctions) in the HCM are characterized by three quantum numbers, including a rational \((k = 1, 2, 3, ...)\), a rotational \((l = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 3, ...)\), and a radial \((n = 1, 2, 3, ...)\) quantum number. Accordingly, the eigenstates in an ascending order will be changed following any change of the values of \(\varepsilon\) or \(L\).

#### 3.2.2 The HCM applied to the triple ring tubular cluster B\(_{27}^{+}\)

The B\(_{27}^{+}\) cation has 134 electrons that are paired in 67 molecular orbitals (MOs). Removing 27 boron core MOs,
40 MOs are thus available for distribution of its valence electrons. The latter can be distributed into three different categories of MOs, each of them can be either localized or delocalized:

(i) MOs from numbers 28 to 46: these 19 MOs are essentially formed from the s atomic orbitals (AO) of boron corresponding thus to the deep MO region having low orbital energies. These MOs are expected to have small contributions to the molecular ring current; and

(ii) MOs from numbers 47 to 67: these 21 MOs are mainly formed from the p AOs. These MOs can be divided for their part into two different classes depending on the orientation of the p-lobes, namely the radial MOs (denoted as r-MOs) and tangential MOs (t-MOs). In more popular terms, the radial MOs correspond to π-MOs, whereas the tangential MOs can be assigned as σ-MOs.

To facilitate comprehension, we plot in Fig. 4–6 a comparison of representative delocalized MOs of the TR B$_{27}^+$ tube calculated by the DFT method with the corresponding HCM solutions. Fig. 7 illustrates a correlation between DFT-computed and HCM-predicted MO energies. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the shape of the delocalized HOMOs of the TR tube can perfectly be predicted by the HCM, irrespective of the degeneracy of the MO.

### 3.2.3 The tangential molecular orbitals (t-MOs)

Fig. 5 displays the shape of the tangential MOs of B$_{27}^+$ and the corresponding HCM eigenstates labeled according to the numbers $kln$. The non-degenerate tangential HOMO – 7 can thus be assigned to the solution (401), whereas the degenerate HOMO – 5,5’ can be
The B$_{27}^{+}$ eigenstate is fully occupied or follows the classical electron counting rule of 4 electrons. Consequently, the t-MO set satisfies this electron counting rule.

Most orbitals of the tangential MOs set are formed from 2p$_z$ or 2sp$_z$ hybridized AOs having their axis parallel to the tube’s axis. In this case, the number of radial nodes has only one value $n = 1$. The number of rational node $k$ is consistently greater than the ring number of the tube. In addition, the eigenstates (MOs) in the t-MO set with $k = 5$ are anti-bonding MOs. The number of rotational node $l$ also could not be greater than the number of atoms in each ring. In the B$_{27}^{+}$ tube case, we thus have $k = 4, 5, \ldots$ and $l = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots, \pm 9$ and $n = 1$.

For t-MOs of B$_{27}^{+}$, we can determine that the hollow cylinder with $\epsilon_{\sigma}$, $L_{\sigma}$ satisfies the above conditions.

Fig. 7 shows a correlation between the calculated t-MOs orbital energies to the spectrum derived from HCM for B$_{27}^{+}$. A good correlation can be found for these orbital energies. Due to the character of the t-MO set of the TR tube, we can see that the ascending order of MOs in this set apparently obeys a certain rule. As shown in Fig. 5, the (401) state is the ground state in this set. The (501) state is the next non-degenerate state, but it is an anti-bonding MO when applied to a boron TR structure. The doubly degenerate MOs corresponding to value $l \neq 0$ are occupied by 4N electrons. Thus, the tangential $\sigma$-MO set simply follows the classical electron counting rule of $(4N + 2)$ if only the (401) eigenstate is fully occupied or 4N if the (401) and (501) eigenstates are fulfilled. The B$_{27}^{+}$ TR has two electrons occupied in HOMO – 7, which corresponds to the (401) eigenstate of the HCM, and 8 electrons occupied in two doubly degenerate MOs involving the HOMO (HOMO’)$^\dagger$ and HOMO – 5 (HOMO – 5)$^\dagger$ corresponding to the (4±11) and (4±21) solutions of the HCM. Consequently, the t-MO set satisfies this electron counting rule with 10 electrons.

Another application of the HCM can be considered is the neutral B$_{42}$ triple ring. Our recent results illustrate that the B$_{42}$ TR is calculated to be the most stable isomer at the size of 42 B atoms. The total number of electrons occupied in tangential MOs set involves two electrons corresponding to the (401) eigenstate and 12 electrons filling 3 doubly degenerate MOs corresponding to value $l \neq 0$. Thus, the t-MOs of the neutral B$_{42}$ TR satisfy the $(4N + 2)$ counting rule with 14 electrons.

### 3.2.4 The radial molecular orbitals (r-MOs)

Fig. 6 illustrates the shape of the radial MOs computed using the DFT method and the corresponding eigenstates obtained by the HCM. It is clear that irreducible representations of radial $\pi$-MOs of B$_{27}^{+}$ can also be excellently predicted by the solutions of the cylinder model. Again, most MOs in the r-MOs set are formed from 2p$_r$ or 2sp$_r$ AOs with their axis perpendicular to axis of the tube. Therefore, the quantum numbers of the radial node have only one value $n = 2$. The number of rotational node $k$ could not be greater than the number of rings of the structure. Similarly, the number of rotational node $l$ also could not be greater than the number of atoms in each ring. In the B$_{27}^{+}$ case, we thus have the quantum numbers as follows: $k = 1, 2$ or $3$ and $l = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots, \pm 9$ and $n = 2$.

When using chemical characters to limit the possible values for quantum numbers, we find a hollow cylinder with pseudo-radius $\varepsilon$ and pseudo-height $L_r$ in such a way that an ascending order of the quantum numbers and their energies coincides well with the ascending order of the node and energies of actually calculated MOs. In the radial MOs of B$_{27}^{+}$, we can determine that the hollow cylinder with the values $\varepsilon, L_r$ fully satisfies the above conditions. As shown in Fig. 6, the MO shape of the hollow cylinder, including their rational, rotational, and radial nodes, are concordant with those effectively computed by DFT for the radial-MO set. A comparison of the orbital energies displayed in Fig. 7 indeed shows a quite good correlation for this set of orbitals as well.

The radial r-MOs for TR tubes point out that the increasing ordering of MOs in this set again obey a certain rule. The (102) state turns out to be the ground state in this set. Along with the eigenstates (202) and (302), the whole series of eigenstates have the rotational number $l = 0$. Located between the (102) and (202) states, and the (202) and (302) states, and located above the (302) state are the states characterized by $l \neq 0$. These are known as twofold degenerate states whose numbers appeared in the above positions, are variable of the size of the hollow cylinder considered (pseudo-radius and pseudo-height). The electrons needed to fill the shell of r-MOs will be $4N$ if the (202) and (102) eigenstates are fulfilled. Otherwise, the number of electrons is $4N + 2$ if only the lower-lying (102) state or all eigenstates having $l = 0$ are fully occupied. As shown in Fig. 6, the triple ring B$_{27}^{+}$ has 16 radial electrons of which 4 electrons occupied in HOMO – 11 and HOMO – 3 correspond to the (102) and (202) eigenstates of the model. The remaining electrons are distributed in 3 doubly degenerate MOs (HOMO – 11$, HOMO – 2, HOMO – 8$). As a consequence, the radial MOs of the cation B$_{27}^{+}$ apparently satisfy the electron counting rule $4N$ with $N = 4$. The same result is again reproduced when applying this to the neutral B$_{42}$ TR. The radial MOs of the neutral B$_{42}$ TR are also fulfilled by 28 electrons, which obey the $4N$ rule because the (202) eigenstate is doubly occupied.

Overall, the cylinder model excellently predicts the r-MOs and t-MOs both in terms of irreducible representations and eigenvalues of MOs. This is quite remarkable as according to
the HCM, each eigenvalue depends not on one quantum number such as in the case of the circular disk, \(^{22,23}\) but on three quantum numbers \(k, l\) and \(n\). Both tangential and radial MOs satisfy the electron sequences obtained from the HCM. In this context, the number of electrons involved in a hollow cylinder in order to properly close an electron shell structure can be either \(4N\) or \((4N + 2)\), depending on the occupancy of non-degenerate states. In fact, one non-degenerate state accounts for the value 2 of this electron counting rule. Such a representational tower of the cylindrical symmetry group was briefly mentioned by Ceulemans et al.,\(^{20}\) but no details were reported on hollow cylinders.

With a formula of \((4N + 2M)\), with \(M = 0\) or 1, depending on the number of non-degenerate MOs that are fulfilled, for both radial and tangential electrons, we can recover the classical \(4N\) and \((4N + 2)\) Hückel rules. However this is only an apparent similarity. The main difference is that in a cylinder, both sets of \(4N\) and \((4N + 2)\) electrons can attain a properly closed shell structure.

The cation \(B_{27}^+\) can be regarded as the smallest TR boron tube which exhibits enough electrons to fill the shell for each set of MOs and accordingly, its electrons fully obey the \((4N + 2M)\) rule, with \(M = 0\) for radial MOs set, and \(M = 1\) in case of tangential MOs set (Table 1).

### 3.3 \(B_{27}^+\) triple ring: tubular aromaticity

In order to probe further the electron distribution of \(B_{27}^+\), we plot the ring current maps in the cut plans using the B3LYP densities,\(^{27}\) with the 6-31G(d), 6-311+G(d) and cc-pVTZ basis sets. The results obtained using these basis sets emphasize some small variations in the intensities of the currents, but the main conclusions about the magnetic responses, implying the direction of the density currents remain valid when using the smaller basis set.

Fig. 8 displays the maps of magnetic ring currents of \(B_{27}^+\) c-TR that are derived from the contributions of radial \(\pi\) electrons (Fig. 8b), tangential \(\sigma\) electrons (Fig. 8a), and of the total electron density (Fig. 8c). It is obvious that consistent and unambiguous responses occur in this tubular cation inducing strong diatropic current, irrespective of the electron type. A diatropic ring current suggests an aromatic character of the hollow cylinder considered.\(^{20}\) The energy gap between both frontier orbitals of c-TR amounts to \(~2.6\) eV. Electronic excitations within the frontier orbitals, as shown in Fig. 9, namely \(\text{HOMO} \rightarrow \text{LUMO} + 2\) and \(\text{HOMO} - 3 \rightarrow \text{LUMO}\), bring in the essential contributions to the magnetic responses. It is known that the current intensity is inversely proportional to the energy gap.\(^{35}\) The change of the \(\Lambda\) number accompanying these electronic transitions obeys the selection rule \(\Delta \Lambda = 1\), thus making the TR \(B_{27}^+\) tube aromatic. A similar situation was previously observed in the boron toroids, which are in fact the double ring structures of \(B_{20}, B_{24}, B_{28}\) characterized by a double aromaticity.\(^{18}\) These results suggest that the \(B_{27}^-\) TR exhibits a tubular aromaticity, which is seemingly a general feature of boron hollow cylinders. Such an aromatic character contributes to a thermodynamic stability rendering the boron tubes the lower-lying isomers at each of the sizes considered.

Fig. 10 displays the ELI-D and ELF maps of the cation \(B_{27}^+\) c-TR considering both types of electrons. It is clear from the Fig. 10c and d that the \(B_{27}^-\) triple ring has one localization

---

**Table 1** Electron counting for radial (\(s\)) and tangential (\(\sigma\)) of the \(B_{27}^+\) TR cylinder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radial-MOs</th>
<th>Tangential-MOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k\hbar )</td>
<td>(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1\pm12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1\pm22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\pm12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1\pm32</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\pm22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
domain which is delocalized over the whole system at the bifurcation value of 0.70, and split into smaller domains at the ELF value of 0.75. As a result, the electrons of \((3 \times 9)\) B\(_{27}\) cationic tube are likely to move cylindrically within the whole tube.

Its total density is accordingly divided into radial and tangential electrons. The radial MOs, arising from radial AOs, are mostly delocalized along each atom string but pointing toward outside the tubular surface (Fig. 10a and b). These radial MOs have localization pattern involving both outer and inner surfaces, in which the outer surface is apparently more delocalized than the inner counterpart. The tangential electrons are mainly located in tangential orbitals, connecting the B-atom of each string (Fig. 10c and d). The localization domains of tangential MOs comprise four domains that are delocalized over the whole \((3 \times 9)\) tube. The sum of contributions of both types of electrons result in the basins located between each boron–boron bond within either each string or between two strings. Overall, the delocalization pattern of both radial and tangential MOs suggests that the electrons occupying these MOs will move cylindrically over the whole \((3 \times 9)\) tube.

4. Concluding remarks

In the present theoretical study, we determined the geometries and chemical bonding phenomena of the B\(_{27}\) system in their dicaticonic, cationic, neutral, anionic and dianionic states using quantum chemical computations. The most important results emerge as follows:

(i) In both cationic and neutral states, the triple ring tube forms correspond to the lowest-energy isomers. This is more obvious in the cation B\(_{27}^+\). This cation represents the first stable hollow cylinder having a triple ring of the pure boron clusters.

(ii) In the anionic and dianionic states, the quasi-planar shapes are favoured over other isomers, following a typical charge effect in which addition of extra electron stabilizes the quasi-planar forms.

(iii) The shapes of molecular orbitals of the B\(_{27}^+\) TR calculated using DFT methods can be predicted by the eigenstates of a simple model of a particle on a hollow cylinder.

(iv) The number of electrons in a hollow cylinder should attain a number of \((4N + 2M)\) with \(M = 0\) or 1, depending on the number of non-degenerate MOs, in order to properly fulfill the closed electron shells. In the case of B\(_{27}^+\), \(M = 0\) for radial MOs set, and \(M = 1\) for tangential MOs set.

(v) In the triple ring tube B\(_{27}^+\), strong diatropic responses to external magnetic field occur in both radial and tangential types of electrons, thus suggesting a typical tubular aromaticity. Such an aromatic character contributes to its high thermodynamic stability.

Overall, stabilized tubular cylinders are frequently occurred in boron clusters in the large size range, and their formation and specific bonding foreshadow a typical growth pattern leading to larger boron tubes. Further investigation of the latter could allow these patterns to be established.
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